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Abstract

In this paper, we address the problem of localizing faults
by analyzing execution traces of successful and unsuccess-
ful invocations of the application when run against a suite
of tests. We present a new algorithm, based on a linear
programming model, which is designed to be particularly
effective for the case where multiple faults are present in
the application under investigation. Through an extensive
empirical study, we show that in the case of both single and
multiple faults, our approach outperforms a host of promi-
nent fault localization methods from the literature.

1. Introduction

Identifying the faulty lines of code in a program is one of
the most important and time consuming aspects of the soft-
ware development cycle [1, 16, 17]. In order to reduce the
cognitive burden of the developer in localizing faults, many
researchers have investigated techniques for automating the
fault localization process [3, 4, 10, 14, 15, 17, 19, 18]. Ide-
ally, a fault localization algorithm should separate distinct
faults from each-other (without being told the number of
faults to expect), localize each fault by listing a small set of
lines that comprise the fault, and explain the nature of each
fault in terms of the nature of the input data that causes the
fault to manifest itself. In its full generality, this problem
is extremely difficult, and it is perhaps overly optimistic to
believe that any automated procedure can offer a complete
solution to this problem.

One of the most prominent models for automatic fault
localization appearing in the literature is a spectrum-based
model: a program is run on a number of test inputs,
with each execution characterized abstractly in terms of its
“spectrum” — a feature vector describing the characteristics
of the execution. Unfortunately, spectrum-based fault lo-
calization is quite challenging from a computational stand-

point, being closely-related to the NP-hard MINIMUM
TEST COLLECTION problem [8]. In a recent survey of
state-of-the-art methods for fault localization using binary
code coverage spectra, Abreu et al. [2] observe that for half
the programs they tested, even the best techniques currently
available still require examination of at least 10% of a pro-
gram in order to locate faults successfully; the same obser-
vation is also made in [10]. As would be expected, localiza-
tion in the presence of multiple faults is even more difficult
and costly than localization of a single fault [13].

In this paper, we describe a novel approach to automated
fault localization based on a linear programming frame-
work. Our method is specifically designed to be adept at
accommodating multiple faults, although it often outper-
forms all of the prominent spectrum-based approaches re-
cently surveyed by Abreu et al. [2] in both single-fault and
multiple-fault experiments. As opposed to the majority of
the techniques discussed in [2], which rank all the lines of
code in a program according to their “suspiciousness”, our
method identifies a very small maximally-suspicious set of
lines of code that collectively explains all of the failing test
cases in terms of its aggregate coverage.

2. Background and Motivation

Consider the simple C program in Figure 1, adapted from
[12], that attempts to compute the median of three input
numbers x, y, and z. This program contains two faults:
line 7 should read “m = x” and line 11 should read “else
if (x < y)”. To the right of the program we see a binary
code coverage matrix, where the rows correspond to lines
of code, the columns correspond to test cases in a test suite,
and the (i, j) entry is a one or zero depending on whether
line i is executed in test case j. The matrix is partitioned
according to failing and passing test cases; otherwise, the
ordering of its columns is arbitrary. Each row of the code
coverage matrix gives us a feature vector, or spectrum, char-
acterizing the execution profile of a single line of code.



Figure 1. Code coverage matrix of a simple program,
with two buggy lines highlighted.

One view of our fault localization problem is, given the
code coverage matrix as input, locate the lines of code that
are most “suspicious” in terms of the likelihood that they
contain faults. A number of authors have proposed various
measurements of the suspiciousness si of a line i of code
based on its spectrum; each of the following evaluates to a
number in the range [0, 1], with 1 being the most suspicious:

AMPLE [6] : |fi − pi|
Tarantula [11, 12] : fi/(fi + pi)

Jaccard [5] : fi,1/(pi,1 + fi,0 + fi,1)

Correlation [2] : fi,1/
√

(pi,1 + fi,1)(fi,1 + fi,0),

where fi,1 and pi,1 (fi,0 and pi,0) denote the number of fail-
ing and passing test cases that execute (don’t execute) line
i, and where fi and pi respectively denote the fraction of
failing and passing cases executing line i. Fault localization
according to these metrics proceeds by ranking all lines in
a program in decreasing order of suspiciousness, then by
examining lines one by one until all bugs are found. See
[2] for a detailed comparison of the performance of these
metrics.

Note that two lines having the same spectrum are effec-
tively indistinguishable for our purposes. Similarly, two test
cases with identical execution profiles (binary code cover-
age vectors in their corresponding columns) are indistin-
guishable. As a consequence, any fault localization algo-
rithm based solely on binary spectra can merge lines of code
with identical spectra into equivalence classes, and like-
wise for the test cases. For example, Figure 1 indicates the
equivalence class to which each line of code belongs. Lines

within equivalence classes cannot be differentiated, so if a
fault is 1 of 100 lines in a large equivalence class, we can-
not hope to find the fault without examining all 100 lines in
the worst case (or 50 lines in the average case). This is an
inherent limitation of any fault localization algorithm based
solely on binary spectra. We henceforth generally assume
that we are dealing with equivalence classes of lines rather
than single lines by themselves, and likewise for the test
cases; note that it is a simple matter to compress our origi-
nal code coverage matrix so its rows and columns represent
equivalence classes. We use the term lineEC to denote an
equivalence class of lines. Baudry et al. [4] refer to these as
dynamic basic blocks.

3. Our New Method

Our algorithm strives to find a small set of suspicious li-
neECs that explains, or “covers” all of the failing test cases.
To represent such a solution, we introduce a decision vari-
able xi ∈ [0, 1] for each lineEC i, whose value indicates the
extent to which lineEC i belongs to our solution. We denote
by L the set of all lineECs, and by x the vector of all xi’s
for i ∈ L. We can represent an exact, “crisp” set of lineECs
S by taking x to be the binary incidence vector of S, so that
xi = 1 for all i ∈ S. We can also represent a “fuzzy” set S
by including some lineECs to a fractional extent.

We now show how to find a set of lineECs x having large
“suspiciousness”. If Lj denotes the set of lineECs executed
by some test case j, we define the coverage of case j by
a solution x as yj = min

(
1,
∑

i∈Lj
xi

)
. In the common

case where x is an integral solution, we will have yj = 1 if
some lineEC i with xi = 1 is executed by test case j. Let
us now define the following quantities for any solution x:

• The aggregate failure ratio, f(x) =
∑

i fixi

• The aggregate passing ratio, p(x) =
∑

i pixi

• The total coverage, c(x) = 1
|F |
∑

j∈F yj , where F is
the set of all failing test cases.

• The generalized suspiciousness of x,

s(x) =
A+ f(x)

1 + f(x) + p(x)
,

where A is a constant to be determined shortly.

We can now state our problem as a mathematical pro-
gram, where we wish to maximize s(x) subject to the con-
straint c(x) ≥ 1. Even though its objective involves a
ratio, we can solve this mathematical program by solving
a series of linear programs as follows. Consider the sim-
pler problem of determining whether or not s(x∗) ≥ λ, for
some specified λ, where x∗ is an optimal solution. That is,
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we wish to determine if there exists some solution x with
c(x) ≥ 1 for which (A + f(x))/(1 + f(x) + p(x)) ≥
λ. By rearranging terms, this is equivalent to asking if
we can find some solution x with c(x) ≥ 1 for which
A+f(x)−λp(x)−λf(x)−λ ≥ 0, and this can be answered
by solving a linear program:

Maximize A− λ+
∑
i∈L

(fi − λpi − λfi)xi

Subject to
∑

j∈F

1
|F |yj ≥ 1∑

i∈Lj

xi ≥ yj

xi ∈ [0, 1] ∀ lineECs i ∈ L.
yj ∈ [0, 1] ∀ test cases j ∈ F .

If the optimal solution to the program above is non-
negative, then our guess λwas lower than the optimal objec-
tive z for the original problem; otherwise, it was higher. We
can therefore solve the original problem by binary search
on λ. Observe that the constraints in the linear program
above express the coverage constraint c(x) ≥ 1 as a sys-
tem of linear inequalities. The value of A is set to be just
large enough so that s(x∗) ≥ 1; otherwise, all lineECs i
for which fi/(fi + pi) > s(x∗) would be automatically in-
cluded in our solution, even if they were not necessary for
coverage; further elaboration on this subtlety will appear in
the full version of this paper.

After producing a set of lineECs S as output, our algo-
rithm performs one final postprocessing step: it augments
this set with all single lines of code containing conditional
expressions that are immediate parents of lines in S in the
control-flow graph of our program. For example, if S con-
tained lines in the body if an “if” statement, we would add
the single line containing the “if” conditional to our solu-
tion. The intuition behind this step is that if the parent con-
ditional contains a bug, then this will manifest itself not in
the execution profile of the conditional, but rather in the exe-
cution profiles of its children in the control-flow graph. Our
experimental studies have shown that this postprocessing
step contributes significantly to the quality of our solutions,
and moreover it does not inflate the size of our solutions by
too much, since most lineECs have only zero or one parent
conditionals. It is worth noting that it is not immediately
obvious how one would apply a similar postprocessing step
in an effective manner to a ranking-based fault localization
approach, say based on Tarantula or the correlation metric;
this might be a good direction for future research.

4. Case Study

This section describes our study to investigate the effi-
ciency and utility of our linear programming algorithm.

The test suite for our study is derived from eight C pro-
grams. Seven of these come from the Siemens suite, a

set of small programs developed at the Siemens Research
Corporation [9]. These programs, each with documented
“real world” faults, have been used extensively in the liter-
ature for the purpose of testing spectrum-based techniques
for fault localization (see, e.g., [3, 9, 10, 15]). The eighth
program, Space, is an interpreter for the Array Definition
Language (ADL), a language that controls and coordinates
the function of antenna arrays in satellites, written by the
European Space Agency [7].

The source code package for the Siemens suite and the
Space program consists of multiple versions of each of the
programs, each containing a single fault. By analyzing
these, we first created a “clean” version of each program
containing no faults, then performed a diff of the clean
version and each faulty version to isolate the faulty lines
of code. By enclosing faulty lines with preprocessor direc-
tives, we created a single source package for each of our
eight test programs, which could be compiled with any de-
sired subset of faults enabled.

All executions were run on a single-processor 64-bit 2.2
Ghz Opteron processor with 4 Gb RAM. Linear programs
were solved using CPLEX 10.0. For the 6218-line Space
program, our algorithm requires roughly 2 seconds on aver-
age to run. For the smaller programs in the Siemens suite,
running time is well under one second. This is significantly
less than the amount of time required to run the program
against its test suite in the first place.

One of the principal strengths of our approach is that it
always appears to produce a small set of lines as output,
making it easy for a human practitioner to check the result-
ing lines for faults. As shown in Figure 2, our average es-
timated solution size is typically no more than 10 lines for
the programs in the Siemens suite, and at most 46 lines for
the larger 6218-line Space program. As might be expected,
we see that the average size of a solution tends to increase
slightly with program size and also when we seed our pro-
gram with more faults. However, even with three faults,
average solution size tends to be only a tiny percentage of
total program size.

We now discuss the comparison of our algorithm to the
prominent ranking approaches reviewed in [2], based on a
suspiciousness metric that is either Tarantula, AMPLE, Jac-
card, or correlation. Note that this is somewhat of an “ap-
ples to oranges” comparison, since we cannot make a true
comparison between our algorithm (which outputs a set of
lineECs) and a ranking-based approach. However, a reason-
ably fair method of comparison is to take the top X most

0Recall that our solution set is expanded during postprocessing by in-
cluding parent conditionals, but this expansion is not likely to increase
the solution size appreciably, since each lineEC typically has only zero or
one parent conditional. To obtain an estimate of this expansion (since our
prototype testing infrastructure does not enable recovery of parent point-
ers from lineECs in a convenient fashion), we have charged ourselves one
extra line for each lineEC in our solution.
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suspicious lines from the ranking-based approach, whereX
denotes the number of lines returned by our algorithm. That
is, both methods are compared based on the quality of the
lines they return, each set having the same size. For each
algorithm, we compute the expected number of faults lo-
cated in a single trial by computing the average number of
faults located over a long series of trials (by trial, we mean
taking one of our test programs, seeding it with faults, and
running both methods to see how many faults are located by
each). The number of trials run for each program depends
on the number of faulty versions available for that program,
and the number of faults seeded; for tests involving multiple
faults, we performed up to 100 trials on randomly chosen
combinations of compatible faults.

When running a ranking-based approach, lines with
equal suspiciousness are assumed to be randomly ordered,
allowing for us to find only a fraction of a fault in expec-
tation. For example, if we are comparing against a set of
X = 4 lines, and the most suspicious lineEC contains 1
faulty line and 5 other lines, then we would say that the ex-
pected number of faults found within the topX lines is 2/3.

The table in Figure 2 summarizes the results of our com-
parison. Some of the entries are not as meaningful from
a statistical point of view, since they are computed from a
small number of runs (e.g., one should not try to draw any
meaningful conclusions by just examining the results for
the 5 runs of print tokens, when seeded with one fault). We
note that while our algorithm occasionally falters, its per-
formance is consistently better than all other ranking-based
approaches when we aggregate all the runs for the Siemens
suite programs — and this is true when we seed one faults,
two faults, and three faults. For the larger Space program,
our algorithm improves its standing with larger numbers of
faults present.
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# Runs AvgSize AMPLE Tarantula Jaccard Correlation LinearProg
schedule 6 3.50 0.208 0.167 0.167 0.380 0.500

schedule2 8 3.38 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250
tot info 19 6.16 0.246 0.205 0.216 0.246 0.474

tcas 36 3.08 0.171 0.168 0.171 0.171 0.111
print tokens 5 5.40 0.600 0.400 0.400 0.800 0.600

print tokens2 10 3.70 0.417 0.342 0.342 0.442 0.500
replace 29 3.24 0.241 0.224 0.224 0.241 0.379

aggregate-SS 113 - 0.250 0.220 0.223 0.270 0.327
space 33 19.24 0.496 0.387 0.518 0.536 0.485

1 fault seeded

# Runs AvgSize AMPLE Tarantula Jaccard Correlation LinearProg
schedule 14 3.93 0.253 0.393 0.164 0.274 0.500

schedule2 36 8.44 0.222 0.307 0.307 0.224 0.167
tot info 100 13.73 0.531 0.484 0.467 0.485 0.750

tcas 99 8.92 0.541 0.594 0.601 0.567 0.323
print tokens 9 9.89 1.139 0.694 0.917 1.361 1.111

print tokens2 43 5.16 0.479 0.556 0.641 0.670 0.651
replace 100 5.96 0.317 0.435 0.375 0.402 0.630

aggregate-SS 401 - 0.451 0.492 0.481 0.493 0.551
space 100 35.52 0.477 0.644 0.718 0.721 0.790

2 faults seeded

# Runs AvgSize AMPLE Tarantula Jaccard Correlation LinearProg
schedule 19 4.42 0.364 0.353 0.237 0.435 0.632

schedule2 84 6.08 0.583 0.667 0.667 0.643 0.571
tot info 100 11.09 0.640 0.531 0.621 0.708 0.980

tcas 100 4.01 0.396 0.437 0.446 0.385 0.350
print tokens 7 13.29 1.571 1.518 1.536 1.572 1.286

print tokens2 100 6.14 0.634 0.780 0.807 0.898 0.770
replace 100 8.23 0.465 0.708 0.567 0.622 0.970

aggregate-SS 510 - 0.550 0.625 0.618 0.656 0.737
space 100 46.00 0.580 0.776 0.711 0.744 1.060

3 faults seeded

Figure 2. Comparison between our approach and ranking-based approaches. The # runs column tells how many trails we ran of
each program, and the AvgSize column reveals the estimated average number of lines of code returned by our program over all these
trials. The remaining columns indicate the expected number of faults located by the AMPLE, Tarantula, Jaccard, and correlation
methods, as well as our own method, shown in the final column.
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